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TIBO Forum has been annually held in Minsk 
since 1994 at the initiative of the Ministry of Post 
and Telecommunications supported by the Ministries 
of Information, Industry, Education, Economy 
and Trade, the National Bank, National Academy 
of Sciences, State Center for Information Security, 
Minsk City Executive Committee and the leading 
educational and research institutions. The Organizer 
of the event is ZAO Technics and Communications 
(T&C).

TIBO Forum has made a substantial contribution 
to the process of ICT development in Belarus. For 
15 years already domestic ICT developers and users 
have an annual opportunity to see with their own 
eyes samples of the cutting-edge hard- and software 
products, learn about the latest international 
trends in this sector. Practical demonstration of ICT 
promotes their wider application in all branches of 
the national economy, in social sphere and state 
administration.

It is not by chance that the month of April has 
been chosen as the time of the Forum. The world 
renowned CeBIT Exhibition is regularly held in 
March and the TIBO Organizers do their best to 
bring the novelty products and solutions first shown 
in Hanover to Minsk in the shortest possible period 
of time.

In its present day format TIBO Forum comprises 
five major components – Exhibition, Congress, 
Internet Award of the Year Ceremony, Graphic 
Design Competition and Belarus’ Open Computer 
Sports Tournament.

In different years TIBO had been chosen by the 
leading international and domestic ICT suppliers 
as a show-room for state-of-the-art technologies 
and solutions debuting on Belarus’ market (in 
chronological order):

1994 – banking cards;
1995 – national information resources center;
1996 – GSM 900 mobile telecommunications 
      system;
1997 – digital videoconference facility;
1998 – 2 Mbit/sec Internet access;
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1999 – computer-aided decision-making 
            system;
2000 – electronic public services system;
2001 – concept of the information society 
            creation in Belarus;
2002 – broadband Internet access, including 
            ADSL and WAP;
2003 – CDMA 2000;
2004 – a model of the electronic government;
2005 – Wi-Fi hotspot;
2006 – 3G and WIMAX;
2007 – Metro Ethernet and EV-DO

The major event of TIBO Forum is TIBO Exhibition which 
each year witnesses participation of the world leading ICT 
developers and manufacturers represented directly or by 
their official distributors. TIBO Exhibition rightfully earned 
the reputation of an annual national showroom of the latest 
domestic and international achievements in the field of 
information and telecommunications technologies, soft- and 
hardware development, banking technologies and consumer 
electronics.

TIBO-2007 saw participation of more than 200 exhibitors 
from 15 countries, including such renowned companies as 
Microsoft, IBM, Dell, Siemens, Ericsson, Alcatel, Xerox, Intel, 
AMD, Hewlett-Packard, LG Electronics, Canon, Sharp, Oracle, 
Iskratel, Rittal and others.

In 2007 TIBO Exhibition welcomed over 28 000 visitors 
while the total number of people who attended all the events 
of TIBO-2007 Forum exceeded 40 000.

During the years passed since the Exhibition was first 
held tight business contacts have been established between 
Belarusian companies and the largest international suppliers 
of ICT products and services, a number of joint ventures and 
representative offices have been opened. For many years 
TIBO Forum has been the meeting point where the most 
topical issues of ICT development in the country have been 
highlighted for the first time as well as the arena for the first 
time display of brand new products and technologies which 
afterwards find wide and successful application in Belarus.
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The main objectives of TIBO-2008 are

summarizing the results of the last 15 years of the ICT 
development in Belarus;
discussing among experts the ways of enhancing the 
efficiency of ICT implementation in all spheres of life in 
Belarus;
demonstrating the practical application of state-of-the-
art ICT solutions;
promoting the development of the ICT industry and ICT 
services market in Belarus.

Structurally TIBO-2008 Exhibition, besides traditional 
thematic areas, will also feature the following sub-
expositions:

TradeInfo – ICT solutions for trade automation;
DigiPrint – hard- and software for digital printing;
ElCom – electronic components and sub-systems;
DigiHome – electronic household appliances and smart-
house solutions.

Belarusian Congress on Information Society Technologies 
is another high profile event held under the TIBO umbrella. 
The previous TIBO-2007 Congress agenda highlights included 
ICT evolvement in Belarus in the context of the national 
Internet infrastructure development, application of ICT in 
banking, trade, education, culture, machine-building and 
other branches, space technologies, electronic identification, 
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authentication and payments. Among the speakers at 
the plenary sessions were the Head of the Parliamentary 
Commission on the ICT Development, Ministers of Posts 
and Telecommunications, Information, Trade, Culture and 
Education, Chairman of the National Academy of Sciences, 
Deputy Chairman of the National Bank, representatives of the 
world-leading ICT companies, CEOs of all four local mobile 
telecom operators, prominent experts and researchers. The 
main objective of the Congress was to summarize major ICT 
developments in Belarus and the rest of the world and to 
formulate proposals influencing the state policy in this field.

TIBO-2008 Congress agenda envisages plenary and 
sectional sessions on a wide range of topics, including the 
progress reports on Electronic Belarus National Program 
implementation, ICT development in major branches of 
Belarus’ economy followed by panel discussions among 
experts and officials. 

Among other items of the Congress agenda this year there 
will be held specialized seminars on such topics as:

New Technologies and Services in Electric 
Communications;
ICT Application in Trade and Catering;
Republic of Belarus: Innovation and Information Policy;
Navigation and Positioning Systems, GIS Technologies.
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The official opening ceremony started at 12.00. Mr. Grigory 
Bondarev, Director of ZAO Technics and Communications welcomed 
all the participants and visitors of the Exhibition. A large number of the 
Belarusian state officials attended the ceremony, including

Vladimir Nedilko – First Deputy Chairman of the State Committee 
on Science and Technology;
Alexander Zhouk – First Deputy Minister of Education
Vyacheslav Dragoun – Deputy Minister of Trade
Alexandewr Slobodchouk – Deputy Minister of Information
Nikolai Stroukov – Deputy Minister of Post and 
Telecommunications
Guennady Svidersky – Deputy Minister of Industry
Serguei Soushko – Deputy Minister of Housing and Utilities
Andrei Tour – Deputy Minister of Economy

ENTREZ Dancing Group performed the choreographic composition TIBO. 
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On April 24, 2007, TIBO-2007 Exhibition opened at the Indoor Soccer Arena in Minsk at which more than 200 companies 
from 15 countries presented their expositions.
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General Director of MTS in Belarus (the largest in Eastern Europe mobile phone operator) Mr. Vladimir Karpovich held press-
conference on the stand of his company.

The official delegation visited the largest stands and talked to the participants of the Exhibition.
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April 25, 2007

At 10.00 on April 25, 2007 the Plenary Session of the Belarusian Congress on Telecommunications, Information and Banking 
Technologies started its work in the Palace of Republic.

Mr. Ivan Rak, First Deputy Minister of Post and Telecommunications, highlighted the main directions of electrical 
communications development in Belarus for the coming years.

Mr. Alexander Zhouk, First Deputy Minister of Education, spoke about the ICT implementation in the educational process as 
a factor of innovative development of the national economy.

Belarusian Congress on Telecommunications,
Information and Banking Technologies

Plenary Session
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The detailed timetable of Metro-Ethernet introduction in all regions of Belarus was outlined by Mr. Konstantin Tikar, General 
Director of Beltelecom – the national telecom operator. Mr. Tikar also spoke about the perspectives of VoIP, IPTV and TriplePlay 
in the country.

New services in the field of mobile telephony were presented by Ms. Cynthia Gordon, Marketing Vice President, MTS, 
Russia.

Mr. Vladimir Zhoukov, Head of IT Department of the National Bank of Belarus outlined the central bank’s approaches 
towards the creation of a single settlements and information system in the country.

The report on GIS solutions implementation in the real estate management was presented by Mr. Serguei Shavrov, General 
Director of the National Cadastre Agency.

Mr. Zvonko Bichanich, Ericsson Representative in Belarus, proposed Ericsson’s solutions for e-Government.

The Congress materials are annually published in the form of an independent edition. A special analytical report is presented 
by the Congress Organizing Committee to the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus.
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April 2�, 2007

One of the key events under TIBO umbrella became the 
International Conference Republic of Belarus: Innovations 
Policy – Competitiveness – Security, held in the congress hall 
of the National Academy of Sciences.

The special report on the implementation of the state 
program of the innovative development of the country was 
presented by the Prime Minister Mr. Serguei Sidorsky.

The Prime Minister’s report was followed by the 
presentations by the Chairman of the National Academy 
of Sciences Mr. Mikhail Myasnikovich, Chairman of the 
State Committee on Science and Technology Mr. Vladimir 
Matyushkov, invited experts from Russia and Latvia.

Republic of Belarus: Innovations Policy – Competitiveness – Security
International Conference
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Within the framework of TIBO Congress more than a 

dozen of sectional discussions, seminars and round tables 

were held. The largest among them were dedicated to mobile 

communications, GIS technologies and trade automation.
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Traditionally the TIBO Organizers attribute great attention 

to the media coverage of the event. In 2007 for the first 

time a separate TV interview area was built within the press 

zone of the Exhibition which provided a good opportunity 

for state officials visiting the Exhibition and for the heads of 

participating companies to easily organize press briefings and 

press conferences.  

Press Center of TIBO-2007
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TIBO-2007 Exhibition was visited by the Aid on the 

National Security to the President of the Republic of Belarus 

Mr. Victor Lukashenko.

April 2�, 2007
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TIBO Internet Award Ceremony

TIBO-2007 Internet Award Ceremony took place on April 

26, 2007, on TIBO Arena. The Ceremony was conducted by 

Belarusian TV-stars while the awards were handed out by the 

First Deputy Minister of Information and the First Deputy 

Minister of Education. A total of more than 1 200 web 

projects contested in 14 categories.

April 2�, 2007
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Mr. Nikolai Pantelei, Minister of Post and 

Telecommunications of the Republic of Belarus, visited TIBO 

Exhibition and examined the stands of major domestic and 

foreign participants.

April 27, 2007
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In parallel with the Exhibition TIBO Arena saw 

three days of dramatic Computer Sports Tournament 

which has become an integral part of TIBO Forum since 

2001. 

In 2007 Belarus’ Open Computer Sports Tournament 

was organized in five game disciplines and witnessed 

participation of teams and individual gamers from 

Latvia, Poland, Russia, Ukraine and Belarus.

Belarus’ Open Computer Sports Tournament
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Closing Ceremony

At 14.00 on April 27, 2007, the Official Closing Ceremony 

of TIBO-2007 took place on TIBO Arena. 

A number of the most active and long time participants 

were awarded with special prizes and diplomas of TIBO-

2007 Forum.

Mr. Grigory Bondarev, Director of T&C – the Organizer 

of the Forum, expressed sincere gratitude to each and every 

participant of the event and welcomed everyone to take part 

in the 15th TIBO Forum in April 2008.

April 27, 2007
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